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Abstract 

In this chapter, we will focus on ParABS: an apparently simple, three-component system,             

required for the segregation of bacterial chromosomes and plasmids. We will specifically            

describe how biophysical measurements combined with physical modeling advanced our          

understanding of the mechanism of ParABS-mediated complex assembly, segregation and          

positioning. 

 

Abbreviations 

DNA: deoxyribonucleic acid 

GTP: guanosine triphosphate 

ATP: adenosine triphosphate 

NTP: nucleoside triphosphate 

CBP: centromere binding protein 

Ori: replication origin region 

Ter: replication termination region 

nsDNA: non-specific DNA 

Kb : kilobase 
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1.1 Introduction 
Faithful inheritance of genetic information is critical for cell viability. This process            

specifically requires the efficient and robust segregation and organization of DNA molecules            

within the sub-cellular space of the cell. To this end, most bacteria make use of active                

partitioning systems. These systems are typically are composed of three factors: a            

centromere DNA sequence, a centromere binding protein (CBP), and a NTPase. The specific             

DNA sequence recruits an assemblage of the CBP that self-assembles into a macromolecular             

complex called the partition complex. This complex is segregated by the NTPase motor             

protein. These partitioning systems have been classified into three groups according to their             

NTPase (J.-Y. Bouet & Funnell, 2019; Brooks & Hwang, 2017): Type I systems are based on                

Walker-type ATPases, Type II code for actin-like ATPases, and Type III systems use             

tubulin-like GTPases.  

ParABS systems are members of the Type Ia partition system (Ebersbach & Gerdes,             

2005), a subdivision of the type I class that partly emerges from specific properties of the                

centromere binding protein. Binding of the CBPs (typically called ParB) to centromeric            

sequences (called parS) lead to the robust formation of partition complexes (also called             

ParBS complexes, Figure 1A). Once DNA is replicated, parS-containing DNA molecules are            

split, segregated, and positioned at specific sub-cellular locations. These processes typically           

require the action of ParA, the motor protein (Ah-Seng, Rech, Lane, & Bouet, 2013;              

Debaugny et al., 2018) (Figure 1B). ParABS systems are conserved in more than 60% of               

sequenced bacterial species, and are the most widespread in bacteria (Gerdes,           

Møller-Jensen, & Bugge Jensen, 2000; Livny, Yamaichi, & Waldor, 2007). While other            

partition systems are exclusively dedicated to plasmid partitioning, ParABS systems          

segregate both plasmids and bacterial chromosomes (Badrinarayanan, Le, & Laub, 2015;           

Baxter & Funnell, 2014; J.-Y. Bouet & Funnell, 2019).  
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Figure 1. ParABS-mediated segregation of DNA molecules. (A) parS sequences (yellow)           
recruit several hundreds of ParB proteins (green sphere) to form the partition complex             
(green gradient). (B) Segregation of partition complexes by the ParA ATPase (red arrow)             
leads to the separation of DNA molecules harbouring parS. (C) Partition complexes can be              
imaged by visualizing ParB-GFP by fluorescence microscopy (image shows ParB-GFP from           
F-plasmid in E.coli). Partition complexes appear in green, and cell contours are represented             
with yellow, dashed curves. 

Chromosomal ParABS systems 

Bacteria are among the smallest forms of cellular life. To face the challenge of              

packaging their relatively large genome without compromising cellular processes, they          

display a complex internal organization (Figure 2). This ensures that, upon cell division,             

cellular checkpoints may be applied in space and time to ensure that low copy number               

components are evenly distributed among the daughter cells. Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria           

generally have only one chromosome that replicates concomitantly with cell growth.           

Bacterial chromosomes generally fold into two main configurations: longitudinal or          

transverse (Badrinarayanan et al., 2015; Baxter & Funnell, 2014; J.-Y. Bouet & Funnell,             

2019)). In the longitudinal configuration, the origin (Ori) and terminus (Ter) of replication             

are located at opposite ends of the cell with left and right chromosomal arms between the                

two, arranged side by side. In the transverse configuration Ori and Ter are located at the                

middle of the cell with the left and right arms arranged in separate cell halves. In either                 

case, the origin and terminus of replication are located at specific locations in the cellular               
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space that must be restored during replication and maintained once replication is            

completed. Chromosomal ParABS systems serve both for the segregation and positioning of            

the duplicated origin proximal region of the chromosome and were recently identified as a              

hub for the loading of whole-chromosome organisers, namely the SMC-ScpAB complexes. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. The topologically closed bacterial chromosome (circle in left panel) is compacted             
into the sub-cellular space following a well-defined choreography whereby each genomic           
region occupies a specific sub-cellular location. This positioning is controlled by different            
factors, including the ParABS system. 
 

Most chromosomal parS sequences are located in the immediate vicinity of Ori (J.-Y.             

Bouet & Funnell, 2019; Livny et al., 2007). When tagged with a fluorescent reporter, ParB               

forms, in vivo, bright fluorescent foci whose dimensions are diffraction limited (Figure 1).             

These ParB foci are referred to as partition complexes. The positioning and segregation             

pattern of partition complexes reflect the positioning of origin-proximal regions containing           

parS sequences, but vary among bacterial species. In Vibrio cholerae (Yamaichi, Fogel, &             

Waldor, 2007), Caulobacter crescentus (Mohl & Gober, 1997; Toro, Hong, McAdams, &            

Shapiro, 2008) or sporulating Bacillus subtilis (Lin, Levin, & Grossman, 1997; Webb et al.,              

1997), this region is anchored at the cell pole while the Ter is either anchored at the                 

opposite side of the cell (notably in Caulobacter) or positioned at the cell center (e.g. B.                

subtilis, V. cholerae or Pseudomonas aeruginosa). Polar anchoring is mediated through           

direct interactions between ParB and polar proteins such as PopZ in C. crescentus (Bowman              

et al., 2008; Ebersbach et al., 2008) and HubP in V. cholerae (Yamaichi et al., 2012). In                 

sporulating B. subtilis, ParABS-mediated segregation facilitates the RacA/DivIVA-dependent        

polar anchoring (Ben-Yehuda, Rudner, & Losick, 2003; X. Wang & Rudner, 2014). In             

Caulobacter, the ParABS system is essential for origin segregation and for the establishment             

of proper chromosome choreography. After replication and splitting of Ori regions, one of             
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the two replicated origins migrates to the opposite pole, crossing the cell and the nucleoid               

from one pole to the other (Figure 3A) (Ptacin et al., 2014; Shebelut, Guberman, van               

Teeffelen, Yakhnina, & Gitai, 2010; X. Wang & Rudner, 2014). ParA is known to play a key                 

role in this segregation process. In this system, the disruption of the motor protein ParA               

prevents the directed movement of Ori and impedes it from reaching the opposite pole              

(Shebelut et al., 2010). Using conventional fluorescence microscopy, ParA was shown to            

form a wave over the nucleoid that oscillates between cell poles, however the mechanism              

underlying this oscillatory behavior of ParA remains unclear. In vegetative B. subtilis, a             

similar process takes place, where replicated origins are segregated bidirectionally from           

midcell to ¼ and ¾ of the cell main axis (Lee, Lin, Moriya, & Grossman, 2003; X. Wang,                  

Montero Llopis, & Rudner, 2014) (Figure 3B). The ParABS system plays important roles in              

this micrometric-scale translocation event, however it is not essential for cell viability. Lack             

of ParA leads to three defects in Ori segregation, namely an altered resolution characterized              

by a longer cohesion time between the two newly replicated origins (Lee, Lin, Moriya, &               

Grossman, 2003), a loss in segregation featured by the abolishment of bi-directionnal            

movement, and a lack of robust positioning characterized by frequent backward movements            

of Ori towards midcell (X. Wang, Montero Llopis, & Rudner, 2014). 

 
 

 

 

Figure 3. Models for the segregation of newly replicated origins in C. crescentus and B.               
subtilis. (A) In C. crescentus, the partition system is essential for the Ori to cross the cell. (B)                  
In B. subtilis, the ParABS systems is required for proper resolution and segregation of              
replicated origins and is key to ensure the stable sub-cellular positioning of segregated             
origins. 

 

Bacterial species harbouring ParABS systems typically rely on a second factor to            

properly segregate and localize chromosomes: the SMC-ScpAB complex (Gruber, 2018). This           

complex consists of two structural maintenance of chromosomes (SMC) subunits and two            
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kleisin homologues (ScpA and ScpB). SMC-ScpAB is recruited to Ori-proximal regions by            

specific interactions with ParB bound to parS (Figure 4A) (Gruber & Errington, 2009;             

Miermans & Broedersz, 2018; Sullivan, Marquis, & Rudner, 2009; X. Wang, Brandão, Le,             

Laub, & Rudner, 2017). In B. subtilis, SMC-ScpAB is required for the proper resolution of               

freshly replicated sister origins (Gruber et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2003; Marbouty et al., 2015;                

X. Wang, Tang, Riley, & Rudner, 2014). Recently, the use of chromosome conformation             

capture technologies (3C-seq) has revealed that SMC-ScpAB bridge long-range interactions          

between left and right replichores that extend from Ori to Ter (Figure 4A) (Marbouty et al.,                

2015; X. Wang et al., 2015). ParB, parS and SMC-ScpAB are all essential for bridging interarm                

interactions and participate in the proper establishment of the longitudinal organization of            

bacterial chromosomes (Marbouty et al., 2015; X. Wang et al., 2015). How the loading of               

SMC-ScpAB to Ori-proximal parS sequences leads to the global organization of the genome             

is still unclear. Current models point towards an active translocation of SMC-ScpAB along             

the chromosome by a mechanism with parallels with the DNA loop extrusion model (Alipour              

and Marko 2012). In addition to organizing the global folding of the genome, SMC-ScpAB              

plays a role in the spatial organization of the Ori-proximal region by bridging together              

distant parS sequences (Figure 4C) (Marbouty et al., 2015). Super-resolution microscopy           

showed that this spatial organization changes with the cell cycle and with the sub-cellular              

positioning of origins, suggesting that the 3D folding of the origin region could play a role in                 

the regulation of replication initiation (Marbouty et al., 2015) (Figure 4B). Thus, in B. subtilis,               

both the ParABS system (X. Wang & Rudner, 2014) and the SMC-ScpAB complex act in               

concert to achieve chromosome segregation and robust chromosome choreography         

(Marbouty et al., 2015; Miermans & Broedersz, 2018; X. Wang et al., 2017, 2015). 
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Figure 4. Compaction of B. subtilis chromosome mediated by ParBS and SMC-ScpAB            

complexes. (A) Condensin complexes (black arcs) are recruited by the ParBS partition            

complex (green) to Ori regions. They then slide or translocate towards the terminus of              

replication, and pair the two replication arms (blue and red) together. (B) 3D-structured             

Illumination Microscopy image of ParB-GFP in B. subtilis. (C) Schematic representation of            

the folding of the origin-proximal region. ParBS subclusters (green) are nucleated by parS             

sites (yellow) and recruit SMC-ScpAB condensin complexes (black arcs). 

Plasmidic ParABS systems 

Plasmids are short (5-300kb), closed-circular DNA molecules that confer advantages          

to the host cell, such as antibiotic resistance, virulence attributes or new metabolic traits              

(Ochman, Lawrence, & Groisman, 2000). Plasmids can be transferred horizontally between           

cells in a colony to propagate beneficial qualities into the population (Ochman et al., 2000).               

High-copy number plasmids harbour hundreds to thousands of copies per cell, therefore            

random partition between daughter cells is enough to ensure their propagation           

(Reyes-Lamothe et al., 2014; Y. Wang, 2017). Low copy number plasmids (typically 2-3 per              

cell), instead, rely on partitioning systems to ensure faithful partitioning by regulating their             

spatial localization within the host cell.  
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Figure 5. ParABS-mediated sub-cellular organization of low copy number plasmids. On           
average, plasmids are equidistributed along the main axis of the nucleoid, but the actual              
positions depend on the number of plasmids per cell. This spatial pattern ensures faithful              
partitioning during cell division of the host. Cell outline (black curve), nucleoid (grey), and              
partition complexes (green circles) are represented in the first three schemes. The bottom             
plot displays the average axial localization of plasmids for cells containing one, two or three               
partition complexes. 

 

Escherichia coli plasmids F and P1 are two low-copy number plasmids for which the              

ParABS system is both essential and sufficient for stable inheritance (Austin & Wierzbicki,             

1983). The ParABS system is required for their specific sub-cellular localization, ensuring the             

presence of at least one copy in each cell half upon cell division. Shortly after plasmid                

replication, the ParABS system splits the single partition complex into two separate            

complexes (Ah-Seng et al., 2013; Fung, Bouet, & Funnell, 2001; Onogi, Miki, & Hiraga, 2002).               

The action of the ParABS system also ensures that, on average, plasmids are equidistributed              

along the main axis of the nucleoid (Figure 5) (Ringgaard, van Zon, Howard, & Gerdes, 2009;                

Sengupta, Nielsen, Youngren, & Austin, 2010). It is important to note that, after segregation,              

plasmids occupy specific sub-cellular locations, but that their movement remains highly           

dynamic. In fact, in rare cases segregated partition complexes can coalesce and fuse into a               

single partition complex (Sengupta et al., 2010). Importantly, the stable sub-cellular           

localization of partition complexes is severely affected in the absence of ParA (Le Gall et al.,                

2016). More generally, the deletion of any of the three components of the ParABS system               
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leads to the loss of the plasmid, gradually at each cell division, due to aberrant partition                

complex positioning.  

 

1.1 ParA-mediated partitioning 

In eukaryotic DNA segregation, microtubules pull chromosomes towards the poles          

during mitosis (Heald & Nogales, 2002). In this process, the growth of filaments regulated by               

GTP-hydrolysis promotes chromosome partitioning between the two daughter cells. The          

segregation of plasmids and chromosomes by the ParABS system also uses the energy of              

NTP hydrolysis. Early observations of ParA in vitro polymerization lead to models suggesting             

that DNA segregation by ParABS may also require the formation of long filaments (J.-Y.              

Bouet, Ah-Seng, Benmeradi, & Lane, 2007; Ebersbach et al., 2006; G. E. Lim, Derman, &               

Pogliano, 2005). More recent studies using super-resolution microscopy methods showed,          

however, that ParA does not form long filaments in living cells (Le Gall et al., 2016; H. C. Lim                   

et al., 2014). Instead, a body of evidence now supports a chemophoresis or             

reaction-diffusion mechanism (see below) whereby the ParBS complex modulates the          

inhomogeneous and dynamic patterning of ParA (Vechiarelli, 2010, Sugawara and Kaneko,           

2011, Ietswaart et al. 2014). This mechanism shares similarities with that used by PomXYZ              

and MinCDE to localize the division septum at mid-cell, but also differences in terms of the                

dynamics and sub-cellular distribution of positioning factors as well as in their mathematical             

descriptions (Bergeler and Frey 2018; Lutkenhaus 2007).  

Critically, ParA-ATP binds non-specific DNA (nsDNA) efficiently, while ParA-ADP         

displays a considerable reduction in nsDNA binding (Davey & Funnell, 1994). Interestingly,            

ParA’s ATP hydrolysis rate is low in the absence of other factors, but is synergistically               

stimulated by the presence of nsDNA, parS and ParB (Davis, Martin, & Austin, 1992).              

ParA-ADP recovers its nsDNA-binding capacity after ATP re-binding and a conformational           

change (Davey & Funnell, 1997; Libante, Thion, & Lane, 2001; Vecchiarelli et al., 2010). This               

latter transition is rather slow and introduces a delay in the ParA nsDNA binding cycle               

(Davey & Funnell, 1997; Libante et al., 2001; Vecchiarelli et al., 2010). This delay allows the                

ParA-ADP form to be homogeneously re-distributed over the entire nucleoid. In particular,            

the region depleted of ParA in the vicinity of the ParBS complex is not immediately refilled                

and a ParA distribution gradient can persist (Hwang et al., 2013). In the presence of this                
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ParA gradient, the tethering between ParA and ParBS is preferably established on the             

direction of the ParA gradient. This results in an asymmetric tethering that biases the              

diffusion of the partition complex and creates a directed movement (Hwang et al., 2013;              

Vecchiarelli, Neuman, & Mizuuchi, 2014; Vecchiarelli, Seol, Neuman, & Mizuuchi, 2014).           

These observations were originally used to propose a first version of a ‘diffusion-ratchet’             

model where plasmid motion is driven by ParA gradients (Figure 6) (Vecchiarelli et al. 2010).               

Sugawara and Kaneko provided the first mathematical description of this model, and            

proposed that effective ‘chemophoretic’ forces exerted by ParA would be responsible for            

driving plasmid movement and plasmid equipartitioning (Sugawara and Kaneko 2011). More           

recently, Ietswaart et al. additionally showed that mid-cell and quarter-positioning of           

plasmids could occur due to the balancing of ParA fluxes on either side of the plasmid –                 

giving rise to the ‘flux-balance’ mechanism (Ietswaart et al. 2014). The same year, the              

Mizzuchi lab extended their diffusion-ratchet model by introducing a chemophoresis force           

to direct cargo motion towards regions of higher ParA concentrations (Vecchiarelli et al.             

2014). Finally, Walter et al. coupled simple linear reaction-diffusion equations with a            

proteophoresis force (i.e. a volumetric chemophoresis) to describe partition complex          

translocation and positioning (Walter et al. 2018). Importantly, numerical simulations from           

all these different laboratories could faithfully reproduce the in vivo observation that            

plasmids move and reach stable sub-cellular positions without the requirement of ParA            

polymers. 

Experimental support for these mechanisms arose, to a large extent, from elegant in             

vitro fluorescence microscopy experiments showing that ParBS complexes are able to move            

on a two-dimensional surface decorated by ParA (Vecchiarelli et al., 2013; Vecchiarelli,            

Neuman, et al., 2014). The topology of these experiments lead, understandably, to models             

where partitioning occurred on the two-dimensional surface of the nucleoid. But, it was not              

until it became possible to localize ParA and the partition complex within the nucleoid              

volume with high spatial resolution, that it was realized that plasmid partitioning rather             

occurs within the interior of the nucleoid (Le Gall et al., 2016). We note that this localization                 

pattern of ParA and the partition complex do not affect the main features of the proposed                

models. 

Recently, other studies on the chromosomal ParABS system of C. crescentus argued             

for a distinct mechanism. Lim et al. (2014) performed computer simulations where they             
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were unable to detect, in their chromosomal ParABS model, in silico evidence for directed              

motion as predicted by the diffusion-reaction model. Thus, they proposed that           

chromosomal elasticity may represent a key actor in DNA segregation. The “DNA-relay            

model” posits that ParA-ATP binds to a DNA locus fluctuating in space (Figure 6). These               

fluctuations help distant DNA-bound ParA to bind to the partition complex. At the beginning              

of this binding, the DNA-ParA spring is out-of-equilibrium and, under the effect of the              

spring's restoring force, pulls on the partition complex. Like for reaction-diffusion models,            

the asymmetric distribution of ParA creates a preferential direction in which more            

ParA-ParB interactions are formed. Critically, C. crescentus ParA displays a distribution           

gradient that points in the direction of the main axis of the cell (H. C. Lim et al., 2014), with                    

the lowest ParA density observed at the location of unsegregated origins. By combining             

computer simulations with the pre-existing biochemical properties of C. crescentus ParA and            

ParB, Lim et al. showed that the addition of DNA elasticity to their model recapitulated both                

the spontaneous formation of propagating ParA gradients, and their oscillation with the            

partition complex (Surovtsev, Campos, & Jacobs-Wagner, 2016; Surovtsev, Lim, &          

Jacobs-Wagner, 2016). While elegant, it is not clear how universal this mechanism may be,              

as several ParABS systems (e.g. P1 plasmid, B. subtilis) fail to exhibit partition complex or               

ParA gradient oscillations in vivo (Hatano & Niki, 2010).  

A similar concept was later introduced by the Mizuuchi lab to extend their previous              

work with a molecular explanation of plasmid motion. In the now termed            

‘Brownian-ratchet’ model, the ParB cargo is tethered to DNA-bound ParA through elastic            

bonds (Hu, Vecchiarelli, Mizuuchi, Neuman, & Liu, 2015, 2017a). This new ingredient            

allowed the authors to faithfully recapitulate and explain all the different motility behaviors             

observed experimentally for the plasmid, notably by varying ParA-ATP-ParB bond          

dissociation rate and the replenishment rate of the ParA- depletion zone. 

A third model (“hitch-hiking model”, Figure 6) was proposed from the distribution of             

ParABS within the volume of the nucleoid. While large macromolecular complexes –such as             

the RNA polymerase– are generally excluded from the nucleoid (Stracy et al., 2015), the              

different components of the ParABS system reside within the nucleoid for the entirety of              

the cell cycle (Le Gall et al., 2016). Critically, this localization pattern requires the energy of                

ATP hydrolysis, since both the ability of ParA to hydrolyze ATP and the stimulation of ParA’s                

ATP activity by ParB are required to maintain the partition complex confined within the              
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volume of the nucleoid (Le Gall et al., 2016). DNA within the nucleoid is not homogeneously                

distributed, but instead displays regions of low and high density (HDR - for High-Density              

chromosomal DNA Regions) (Le Gall et al., 2016; Marbouty et al., 2015).  

Interestingly, single ParA particles display static and dynamic trajectories within this           

inhomogeneous nucleoid, and the former population preferentially localizes to HDRs (Le           

Gall et al., 2016). These observations were rationalized in terms of the ability of ParA-ATP to                

bind nsDNA (representing static trajectories), and of Par-ADP from losing this ability            

(thereby representing dynamic trajectories). Thus, ParA-ATP remains bound to regions with           

more chromosomal DNA (HDRs), and hydrolysis of ATP leads to a conversion to a form that                

can diffuse freely on the nucleoid and bind (after a slow conformational change) to other               

HDRs. This conversion would be favoured by the stimulation of ATP hydrolysis by ParBS. The               

“hitch-hiking model” is based on a diffusion-ratchet mechanism, but incorporates the           

non-homogeneous, volumetric distribution of the components of the partition system          

within the inhomogeneous nucleoid (Figure 6). Mathematical validation for this model is still             

awaiting. 

 

 
 
Figure 6. Models of ParA-mediated segregation. (A) In the ‘diffusion-ratchet’ model,           
directed movement of the partition complex (green sphere) results from a thermodynamic            
force generated by the asymmetric DNA-bound ParA distribution (red spheres) present near            
the complex. (B) In the ‘DNA-relay’ model, the partition complex exploits the energy of              
thermal fluctuations of the DNA-bound ParA (red spheres). (C) The hitch-hiking model            
proposes that HDRs (high-density chromosomal DNA regions, shade) create pools of           
DNA-bound ParA that direct the movement of partition complexes. 
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1.3 Partition complex assembly 

The formation of the partition complex on the centromeric sequence allows both the             

recognition of DNA molecules and the partitioning mechanism to proceed by promoting            

ParB-ParA interactions. The partition complex assembles by the binding of ParB to parS and              

the self-organization of multiple ParB dimers into higher-order structures. ParB contains           

three functional domains (J.-Y. Bouet & Funnell, 2019; Funnell, 2016): a C-terminal            

dimerization domain (Fisher et al., 2017; Leonard, Butler, & Löwe, 2004), a central             

helix-turn-helix domain that specifically binds parS (Schumacher & Funnell, 2005), and a            

flexible N-terminal domain that interacts with ParA (Chen, Lin, Chu, Hsu, & Sun, 2015; Song,               

Rodrigues, Graham, & Loparo, 2017; Zhang & Schumacher, 2017). The distribution of ParB             

binding around parS was revealed by chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing         

(ChIP-seq), a next-generation sequencing method that determines the binding profile of           

proteins to genomic DNA (Furey, 2012). Surprisingly, ParB enrichment was observed not            

only at parS but also extended several kilobases away from the parS locus (Figure 7) (Breier                

& Grossman, 2007; Lagage, Boccard, & Vallet-Gely, 2016; Lynch & Wang, 1995; Murray,             

Ferreira, & Errington, 2006; Rodionov, Lobocka, & Yarmolinsky, 1999). This extended           

binding of ParB is independent of ParA (Breier & Grossman, 2007), and depends exclusively              

on the position of the parS sequence since ectopic parS sites generate similar DNA binding               

profiles (Debaugny et al., 2018). The existence of this extended ParB binding profile was              

observed for all chromosomal and plasmidic partition complexes investigated (Debaugny et           

al., 2018). Thus, the extended binding pattern of ParB around parS may be a universal               

property of ParABS systems. Importantly, ParB mutants defective in extended binding are            

also unable to assemble partition complexes (Breier & Grossman, 2007). 
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Figure 7. ChIP-Seq DNA-binding profile of ParB (Sanchez et al., 2015). x-axis represents             
sequence coordinates in the F-plasmid. ParSF represents the parS locus in F-plasmid (with 10              
copies of parS). ori2 represents the origin of replication of the F-plasmid. Inset displays the               
Chip-seq binding experimental profile (black), and the binding profiles predicted by a pure             
‘spreading’ model (red), the ‘spreading and bridging’ model (blue), and the ‘nucleation and             
caging’ model (green). 
 
 

From this DNA binding profile, a first model of the partition complex structure was              

proposed in which ParB dimers formed a long filament that originates from parS sites              

(Murray et al., 2006; Rodionov et al., 1999). This “spreading” model was motivated by              

roadblock experiments that showed that the presence of a strong binding site inserted near              

the parS locus hindered the binding of ParB beyond the roadblock. However, given the              

number of ParB copies (~300 ParB dimers per partition complex (Adachi, Hori, & Hiraga,              

2006; J. Y. Bouet, Rech, Egloff, & Biek, 2005)), a strict linear arrangement along the DNA                

fibre could not generate a continuous and contiguous spreading over large genomic            

distances (~10kb).  

Recently, single-molecule flow stretching experiments showed that the nucleation of          

distinct nsDNA-bound ParB complexes leads to DNA condensation (Graham et al., 2014).            

This and other evidence lead to a second family of models proposing that formation of               

partition complexes involves both spreading and also long-range, bridging interactions          

between distant DNA segments that contact each other by 3D looping interactions            

(“spreading and bridging” model) (Broedersz et al., 2014; Debaugny et al., 2018; Song et al.,               

2017). Thus, this model posits that both nearest-neighbours and bridging interactions are            
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required for the assembly of the partition complex. Using a coarse-grained modeling            

approach, Broedersz et al. proposed that these interactions are sufficient to assemble a             

complex composed of multiple small nucleoprotein filaments that interact and cluster           

together in 3D space (Broedersz et al., 2014; Debaugny et al., 2018; Song et al., 2017).                

Critically, other combinations of interactions (“adjacent”, “bridging”, “adjacent or bridging”)          

failed to robustly assemble partition complexes.  

The “spreading and bridging” model accounts for many of the key properties of the              

ParBS complex, but is, however, unable to qualitatively reproduce the ParB DNA binding             

profile (Sanchez et al., 2015). In fact, this profile exhibits an exponential decay from parS.               

Critically, models with only bridging or spreading interactions fail to fit this exponential             

decay, while the “bridging and spreading” model predicts a linear decay (Sanchez et al.,              

2015). In addition, evidence from footprinting analysis of ParB binding showed that parS             

sites, but not the neighboring DNA, are protected from proteolysis, suggesting that            

spreading interactions are not stable (Sanchez et al., 2015). Sanchez et al. proposed a new               

model (“Nucleation and Caging”) that is able to reproduce the extent of ParB binding away               

from parS, as well as its exponential decay with genomic distance (Sanchez et al., 2015). In                

this model, ParB dimers are localized to the 3D volume surrounding parS sequences by:              

specific interactions with parS, weak interactions between ParB dimers, and non-specific           

interactions with the surrounding DNA. Within this spherical cage, the frequency of            

interaction of ParB with distant DNA segments is defined by the polymer physics of DNA (de                

Gennes & Gennes, 1979; Schiessel, 2013). In fact, super-resolution microscopy showed that            

partition complexes imprison the large majority of ParB dimers (>90%) in the cell (Sanchez              

et al., 2015). More recently, Walter et al. showed that reductions in the value of spreading                

interactions in the “spreading and bridging model” reproduce the experimental ParB DNA            

binding profile more faithfully, and fit experimental profiles as well as the “Nucleation and              

Caging model” when spreading interactions become negligible (Walter et al., 2018). Thus,            

modeling suggests that long-range 3D looping interactions between ParB dimers -but not            

spreading interaction- are required for the assembly of the partition complex.  

Recently, molecular evidence for ParB-ParB dimer interactions and their roles in DNA            

condensation and assembly of partition complexes has been unearthed. A co-crystal           

structure of Helicobacter pylori ParB with parS (Chen et al., 2015; Song et al., 2017) reveals                

that ParB tetramerization is mediated by in cis and in trans interactions involving the              
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N-terminal domain. More recent studies tested the effect of systematic mutations of            

N-terminal domain residues located in a ParB-ParB interaction hub on DNA compaction            

(Song et al., 2017) and partition complex assembly (Song et al., 2017)(Chen et al., 2015).               

These studies indicated that mutants in the ParB-ParB interaction hub exhibit abnormal DNA             

condensation (Song et al., 2017) and fail to assemble partition complexes (Debaugny et al.,              

2018). 

 

 
 

 
Figure 8. (A) Schematic view of the spreading and bridging model, in which the ParBS               
complex is formed by a combination of nearest-neighbor and bridging interactions. (B)            
Schematic view of the Nucleation and Caging model, in which ParBs reside in a defined               
spherical region and interact stochastically with a fluctuating DNA polymer. 
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1.4 Conclusion 

The ParABS system is a relatively simple apparatus -composed of only three essential             

components- in contrast to other bacterial machinery with tens of parts (e.g flagellar             

motor). Yet, despite this apparent simplicity, this system reveals an outstanding degree of             

complexity. Recent biophysical measurements and physical models helped us to start           

understanding how partition complexes assemble, and how these complexes are robustly           

segregated and localized in the sub-cellular space. However, we still don’t fully understand             

the origin of oscillation waves or their purpose (i.e. how they contribute to             

segregation/positioning), the molecular mechanisms responsible for segregation of newly         

replicated parS-harbouring DNA molecules, or for coupling segregation with chromosomal          

arm cohesion. In future, experimental and theoretical physical approaches will surely           

continue to provide important insights into these important questions. Importantly, they           

will also continue to provide a model for how these approaches can be used to study other,                 

more complex, molecular mechanisms. 
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